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Abstract. To solve the problem that software testing cannot meet the
veriﬁcation needs of process scheduling over multi-core computer system,
a model checking approach with MSVL is adapted to verify the correctness of process scheduling. Firstly, the grammar of MSVL is brieﬂy
introduced; further, a general model supporting the most commonly used
scheduling algorithms for multi-core computer is formalized by MSVL
program; ﬁnally, as a case study, the safeness of the processes scheduler
with the earliest deadline ﬁrst(EDF) scheduling algorithm over a 2-core
CPU is veriﬁed with MSV toolkit, which indicates the proposed approach
can eﬀectively solve the veriﬁcation problems of process scheduling over
multi-core CPU.
Keywords: Process scheduling · System modeling · Veriﬁcation · Model
checking

1

Introduction

Process scheduler is a critical component of the modern operating system. Its
correctness is one of the most important factors aﬀecting the safety and reliability
of the computer system. How to ensure the correctness of the process scheduling
is of great importance to the system developer. Currently, testing is the most
important means to check the correctness of process scheduling. However, the
method can only show the existence of the errors, but can not prove their absence.
What’s more, the executions of the processes over multi-core CPU become really
parallel, and each process proceeds in a unpredictable speed under the inﬂuence
of other processes. Hence, the classical testing method can hardly meet the
veriﬁcation needs of process scheduling under such circumstance.
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In the past decade, quite some researches have been down in formal speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of process scheduling with various approaches. In [1], the
authors employ the μCRL process algebra to model the scheduling and apply the
μCRL model checker toolset to ﬁnd the near-optimal solutions. In [2], the author
uses Promela to describe a job-shop scheduling problems and adds Branch-andBound techniques to the LTL property to ﬁnd a solution eﬀectively. In [3], the
real-time system with a preemptive scheduling policy is modeled as a scheduling
time Petri Net and the timed properties are veriﬁed using HyTech, an automatic
tool for the analysis of embedded systems.
Projection Temporal Logic (PTL) [4–6] is an interval based ﬁrst order temporal logic with a key temporal construct, (P 1, ..., P m)prjQ, and supports
both ﬁnite and inﬁnite time. Further, Propositional Projection Temporal Logic
(PPTL), the propositional subset of PTL, has the expressiveness power of the
full regular expressions [7], which can be used to specify the properties of the
hardware or software systems to be veriﬁed.
The language Modeling, Simulation and Veriﬁcation Language (MSVL) is an
executable subset of PTL with framing technique [8,9]. It supports the commonly
used data types (e.g., char, integer, pointer, . . .), data structures (e.g., array,
user-deﬁned structure, list, . . .), boolean and arithmetic expressions. Besides,
MSVL provides many powerful programming statements, such as frame, if, while,
parallel (||), . . ., and has ability to model, simulate and verify the concurrent and
reactive systems within a same logical system [10].
In recent years, MSVL has been successfully applied to verify the typical
hardware and software systems such as virtual memory and embedded operating system [11–15]. This paper extends the application of MSVL based model
checking approach to verify the process scheduling in a multi-core CPU computer
system. To this end, a general system model supporting the typical periodic and
non-periodic processes as well as the most commonly used scheduling algorithms
is formalized by MSVL program. Then, an example is given to illustrate how
this method works.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the language
MSVL is brieﬂy introduced. In Sect. 3, the system model of process scheduling
over multi-core CPU is formalized. In Sect. 4, a case study is given to show how
the proposed method works. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2

Modeling, Simulation and Verification Language

The language MSVL is an executable subset of PTL [5]. The grammar of MSVL
consists of expressions and statements, where expressions can be regarded as the
PTL terms, and statements as the PTL formulas [9,11].
Expression. Let D denote the data domain, which includes integers, string,
lists, sets, etc. The expression e and boolean expression b of MSVL are deﬁned
inductively as follows:
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e:: = d | x | e | f (e1 , . . . , em )
b:: = true | f alse | e1 = e2 | ρ(e1 , ..., em ) | ¬b | b1 ∧ b2
where d ∈ D is a constant; x ∈ V is a variable; f is a function and ρ is a predicate
both deﬁned over D.
Statement. The elementary statements in MSVL are deﬁned as follows:
(1) Immediate Assign x ⇐e
(2) Unit Assignment x :=e
(3) Conjunction

def

S1 and S2 = S1 ∧ S2
def

(4) Selection

S1 or S2 = S1 ∧ S2

(5) Next

next S = P

(6) Always

always S = P

(7) Termination

empty = ¬true

def

def

def

def

(8) Skip

skip =  ε

(9) Sequential

S1 ; S2 = (S1 , S2 ) prj empty

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

exist x : S = ∃ x : S
lbf (x)
f rame(x)
(S1 , . . . , Sm ) prj S

Local
State Frame
Interval Frame
Projection

def

def

def

(14) Condition

if b then S1 else S2 = (b → S1 ) ∧ (¬b → S2 )

(15) While

= (b ∧ S) ∧ ( ε → ¬b)

await(b) =
x∈Vb f rame(x) ∧ ( ε ↔ b)

(16) Await
(17) Parallel

while b do S

def

def

def

S1 ||S2 = ((S1 ;true) ∧ S2 ) ∨ (S1 ∧ (S2 ;true))
∨ (S1 ∧ S2 )

where x is a variable, e is an arbitrary expression, b is a boolean expression, and
S1 , . . . , Sm , S are all MSVL statements. The immediate assignment x ⇐e, unit
assignment x :=e, empty, lbf (x) and f rame(x) are basic statements, and the
left composite ones.
The immediate assignment x ⇐e can be deﬁned as x = e ∧ px , where subformula x = e denotes the value of variable x is equal to that of the arithmetic
expression e, and atomic proposition px is the assignment ﬂag for variable x.
The unit assignment x := e can be deﬁned as x = e ∧ px , which means the
value of variable x in the next equals to that of e and the assignment ﬂag px
holds in the next state.
The state frame statement lbf (x) means that the value of x in the current
state is equal to that in the previous state if there is no assignment to x, i.e., its
assignment ﬂag px does not hold; and the interval statement f rame(x) means
that variable x always keeps its old value in the previous state if variable x is
not assigned with a new value. The means of the left statements can be found
in [10,11] and hence are omitted here.
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To use MSVL to formal veriﬁcation, a model checking tool named MSV
toolkit has been developed. It has three modes, i.e., modeling, simulation and
veriﬁcation, where simulation ﬁnds a model for the MSVL program, while modeling ﬁnds all models, and veriﬁcation is based on the model checking approach.

3

Modeling of Process Scheduling over Multi-core CPU

Figure 1 gives a sketch of process scheduling in a typical multi-core computer
system. The hardware resource of the system contains a m-core CPU(m ≥ 1),
and n(n ≥ 1) I/O devices of all kinds. The process queues manage all the
processes waiting for the CPU or other I/O device. Whenever a resource is
free, the Process Scheduler will select an appropriate process with a standing
request for the resource and put it to execute. The computer system allows many
processes to execute concurrently, however, a resource can only be occupied by
one process at any time.

Fig. 1. Sketch of process scheduling over Multi-core CPU

3.1

Resource Description

Since one kind of hardware may have many physical devices, e.g., CPU may have
more than 2 cores, we introduce the concept of logical device for the convenience
of resource allocation. The name of the logical device is in fact the kind name
of the corresponding physical device. Moreover, we assign each logical (physical)
device a unique non-negative integer to identify each device. Thus, a process
only needs to apply for logical devices during its execution, and the scheduler
will allocate the speciﬁc physical ones to it and enable the process to run.
Let N0 and N1 be the set of non-negative and positive integers respectively.
The logical and physical device can be depicted as follows.
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Definition 1 (Physical Device). A physical device pdev is a tuple deﬁned as
pdev:: = (id, status, ldid, cproc),
where id ∈ N0 is the device identifer; status ∈ {0, 1} is the device status (0
denotes idle, 1 means busy); ldid is the identiﬁer of the corresponding logical
device; cproc is the process currently using the device.
Definition 2 (Logical Device). A logical device ldev is a tuple deﬁned as
ldev:: = (id, type, dlist, pque),
where id ∈ N0 is the device identifer; type ∈ {0, 1} is the device type (0 denotes
exclusive, and 1 means shareable); dlist is the list of the physical devices belonging to the logical device; pque is the queue of the processes standing for the
device.
3.2

Process Description

Intuitively, the execution of a process is in fact alternatively using diﬀerent
resource for a certain time in sequence according to the process code. Thus,
from the view point of using the resources, the process code can be depicted by a
sequence of resource requirement. To this end, we employe Resource Requirement
List (RRL) to describe the code of a process.
Definition 3 (Resource Requirement List). Let id be the identiﬁer of a
logical device, and t ∈ N1 be the time of the device to use. The resource requirement section (RRS) sec, composed resource requirement section (CRRS) cse
and resource requirement list (RRL) rrl are deﬁned inductively as follows:
sec:: = (id, t)
rss:: = sec | rss1 , rss2
cse:: = (rss, t)
rrl:: = rss | csen | cseω
whereRRS (id, t) denotes needing device id for t units of time; CRRS (rss, t)
(t ≥ sec∈rss sec.t) is used to describe the resource requirement of a periodic
task, which means the period lasts t units of time and the resource requirement
within a period is rss. csen (n ∈ N1 ) and cseω are used to describe the ﬁnite
and inﬁnite periodic tasks respectively. The former represents the CRRS cse will
be repeat for n times, and the later stands for the CRRS cse will be repeat for
inﬁnitely many times.
Now we give two examples to show how RRL works to describe a process.
Without loss of generality, we suppose the computer is equipped with the devices
as shown in Table 1. If the RRLs of process P1 and P2 are as follows:
rrl1 = (1, 10), (4, 5), (1, 2), (2, 10)
rrl2 = ((1, 1), (3, 2), (1, 2), 10)ω
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then, the rrl1 of process P1 denotes P1 will use the devices CPU, HD, CPU, PRT
with the lasting time 10, 5, 2, 10 in sequence. Further, rrl2 means the process
P2 is a inﬁnite periodic task with time period 10, and moreover, it needs CPU,
NET and HD for 1, 2 and 2 units of time respectively in a task period.
Table 1. Check list between logical devices and physical ones
Logical Device

Physical Device

ID Name Type ID Name
1

CPU

1

1
2

CPU Core 1
CPU Core 2

2

PRT

0

3

Laser Printer

3

NET

0

4

Network Card

4

HD

0

5

Hard Disk

In consideration of modeling needs for the typical scheduling algorithms, we
employ a 8-tuple to describe a process deﬁned as follows.
Definition 4 (Process). The process proc is deﬁne as:
proc:: = (pid, rrl, ldid, pro, stime, ltime, tslice, dline)
where pid, ldid, pro, stime, ltime, tslice, dline ∈ N0 ; pid is the identiﬁer of the
process; rrl is the resource requirement list; ldid is the identiﬁer of the logical
device that the process is currently standing for; pro denotes the priority; stime
records the start time when the process begins to apply for the current resource;
ltime stores the left required time for current device; tslice records the time slice
used in a time sharing system; dline keeps the deadline of the current period
and it takes eﬀect only if the process is a periodic task.
3.3

System Modeling

The modeling strategy of process scheduling over multi-core computer system
is depicted in Fig. 2. The system model consists of three parts, i.e., Scheduler,
Physical Devices and System Clock. Each of them will be formalized by a subprogram with MSVL in the following subsections. For simplicity, we ignore the
execution time of the Scheduler.
Roughly speaking, the task of the Scheduler is to allocate resource for the
waiting process. Firstly, the Scheduler keeps on waiting for the scheduling signal
sigSch, which denotes there exist some processes applying for system resources.
In case of sigSch received, it sets variable cStatus = 0 to pause the System Clock
and allocates needed resources to the standing processes according to scheduling
algorithm. Then, the Scheduler sends signal sigRun to the allocated resources
and enable them to run. Moreover, it set variable cStatus = 1 to resume System
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Devices
Physical

sigSch

cStatus=false
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System Clock

sigRun

compute executing
conditon cdt
[sdt=false]

allocate resource
rearrange
process

[sdt=true]

sigTime

[cStatus=0]
[cSatus=1]
T:=T+1

skip

sigTime

sigRun
sigSch

ltime:=ltime-1

cStatus=true

Fig. 2. Activity diagram of the system model

Clock again. After that, the Schedule continues to wait for the occurrence of
another scheduling event.
For each physical device, we design a subprogram to describe its running. The
execution of a process on a device is abstracted as the decreasing left required
time of the resource under the driven of the signal sigT ime from the System
Clock. Initially, the physical device keeps idle and waits for the coming of signal
sigRun. When the signal sigRun arrives, the device computes the executing
condition cdt (the details can be found in Subsect. 3.3). If cdt holds, the device
decreases the left required time ltime by 1 on the arriving of signal sigT ime
and continues to run the process; otherwise, it rearranges the process int.o the
waiting process queue according to the left resource requirement and send a
signal sigSch to the Scheduler. Finally, the device goes on waiting for another
execution.
The task of System Clock is to keep the synchronization among physical
devices like a real computer does. It just keeps on increasing the system time T
and sending signal sigT ime to each physical device in case of cStatus = 1.
In the following, we ﬁrstly employ MSVL structures to describe the data
structures used in system modeling, and then use MSVL functions to simulate
the running of Physical Device, Scheduler and System Clock.
Data Structures. We use linked list to manage the data of logical devices,
physical devices and processes. According to the Deﬁnitions 1 and 2, the types
of list nodes for physical device and logical device are deﬁned respectively with
MSVL as follows.
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struct pdev t
{
int id and
int status and
int ldid and
process t *cproc and
pdev t *nexts
};
//
struct ldev t
{
int id and
//
int type and
//
//
pdev t *dlist and
process t *pque and //
//
ldev t *nexts
};

// node deﬁnition for physical device
//
//
//
//
//

physical device id
device status:0 for free and 1 for busy
corresponding logical device id
pointer of the process using the device
pointer of the next node

node deﬁnition for logical device
logical device id
device type:0 for exclusive and 1 for shareable
physical device list
queue of processes standing for the device
pointer of the next node

According to the Deﬁnition 3, the types of list nodes for resource requirement
section and resource requirement list are deﬁned as follows.
struct sec t
{
int id and
int t and
sec t *nexts
};
struct rrl t
{
sec t *secs and
int ptime and
int reptimes and
rrl t *nexts

// node deﬁnition for resource requirement section
// logical device id
// time required
// pointer of the next node
//node deﬁnition for resource requirement list
//
//
//
//
//

pointer of the resource requirement sections
0 for non periodic task, otherwise the period time
0 denotes the task is an inﬁnite periodic task,
otherwise, the number of periods to be repeated
pointer of the next node

};

The list node type for processes (Deﬁnition 4) is deﬁned as follows.
struct process t
{
int pid and
rrl t *rrl and
int ldid and
int pro and
int stime and
int ltime and
int tslice and
int dline and
process t *nexts
};

//node deﬁnition for process
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

identiﬁer of the process
resource requirement list
identiﬁer of the logical device
priority
start time to wait for the device
left required time
time slice
deadline of the current period
pointer of the next node
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Table 2. Priority functions of typical scheduling algorithms
Algorithm name

Function deﬁnition
def

First Come First Service(FCFS) Hp(Pi , Pj ) = Pi .stime < Pj .stime
def

Shortest Process First(SPF)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = Pi .ltime < Pj .ltime

Highest Response Ratio Next
(HRRN)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = (T − Pi .stime)/Pi .ltime
< (T − Pj .stime)/Pj .ltime

Highest Priority Next(HPN)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = Pi .pro < Pj .pro

Round Robin(RR)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = Pi .st < Pj .st

Multilevel Feedback Queue
(MFQ)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = (Pi .pro = Pj .pro
and Pi .pro < Pj .pro)
or (Pi .pro < Pj .pro)

Rate Monotonic(RM)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = Pi .ltime < Pj .ltime

Earliest Deadline First(EDF)

Hp(Pi , Pj ) = Pi .dline < Pj .dline

def

def
def
def

def
def

Scheduler Modeling. The priority of a process to acquire CPU or I/O devices
is decided by the scheduling algorithm. Let Hp(Pi , Pj ) be the priority function
between processes Pi and Pj which are both waiting for a same resource. Based
on the data items of the process, it is not hard to write out the priority function
for a commonly used scheduling algorithms. Table 2 gives the deﬁnitions of the
priority functions for the typical scheduling algorithms, where variable T records
the current system time. One can chooses the corresponding priority function in
case of scheduling veriﬁcation.
Let ldSet, sigSch, cStatus be the variables saving the header pointer of the
logical device list, scheduling signal and status of System Clock respectively.
Further, we use the attribute status of physical device to keep its running signal.
Moreover, we employ boolean variable alP rem to denotes whether the shared
resource allows to be preempted according to the scheduling algorithm. Note
that, before calling function Sch, the processes in the waiting queue of a logical
device must be arranged on the descending ordered of priority according to the
scheduling algorithm.
According to the strategy depicted in Fig. 3, the function Sch for the Scheduler in MSVL is as follows.
function Sch(ldev t *ldSet, int *sigSch, int alPrem, int *cStatus)
{
frame (pLogDev, pPhyDev, fPhyDev, rtn ) and (
. . . . . .;
/* Deﬁne and initialize local variables*/
while (true) {
await(*sigSch=1) ;
/*Wait for the scheduling signal*/
*sigSch:=0 and *cStatus:=0; /*Pause the system clock */
pLogDev:=ldSet;
while (pLogDev!=NULL) { /*Process each logical device*/
pPhyDev:=pLogDev→dlist;
/*Firstly, allocate the idle physical devices to processes*/
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while( pPhyDev!=NULL and pLogDev→pque!=NULL ) {
. . . . . .; /* allocate the idle device*/
};
/*Then, preempt device from the process with lower priority*/
if(alPrem=1 and pLogDev→type=1) then { /*shareable device*/
fPhyDev:=pLogDev→dlist;
while( fPhyDev !=NULL and pLogDev→pque!=NULL){
pPhyDev:=pLogDev→dlist→nexts;
while (pPhyDev!=NULL){
/* compare the priority*/
rtn:=Hp(pPhyDev, fPhyDev, rtn);
if (0=rtn) then {
fPhyDev:=pPhyDev
}; pPhyDev:=pPhyDev→nexts
};
. . . . . .;
/* preempt the device*/
}
};
pLogDev:=pLogDev→nexts;
}
*cStatus:= 1; /* Resume the System Clock */
}
)
};

In function Sch, if the scheduling signal sigSch arrives (i.e., ∗sigSch := 1),
the Scheduler ﬁrstly turns oﬀ the scheduling signal (i.e., ∗sigSch := 0) and
pauses the System Clock (i.e., ∗cStatus := 0). Then, the Scheduler traverses
each logical device and allocates the corresponding physical devices to the
waiting processes. For a given logical device, the Scheduler ﬁrstly allocates its
idle physical devices to the standing processes. After that, if scheduling algorithm allows preemption (i.e., alP rem = 1) and the logical device is shareable
(i.e., pLogDev→type=1) as well as there still exists some waiting processes,
the Scheduler will preempt some physical devices from the process with lower
priority and allocate them to the waiting higher priority processes. Function
Hp(pP hyDev, f P hyDev, rtn) compares the priorities between the two given
processes. If the priority of the former one is above than or equal to that of
the second one, it returns 1, otherwise 0.
Device Modeling. Let dev, ldSet, sigSch, sigT ime be the variables saving
physical device, the header pointer of the logical device list, scheduling signal
and system time signal respectively. The activities of dev given in Fig. 3 are
formalized with a MSVL function P hyDev as follows.
function PhyDev(pdev t *dev, ldev t *ldSet, int *sigSch, int *sigTime)
{
frame( devID, rtn) and (
. . . . . .;
/* Deﬁne and initialize local variables*/
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while (true) {
await(dev→status=1) ;
/*Wait for the running signal*/
while(dev→cproc→ltime> 0 and dev→cproc→tslice> 0) {
await(*sigTime=1);
/*Wait for system clock*/
. . . . . .; /*Decrease left required time and time slice by 1*/
};
if(dev→cproc→ltime> 0) then { /*Run out of time slice*/
AddToLogDev(ldSet, dev→cproc, dev→cproc→ldid )
}else {
/* Compute the next resource requirement */
rtn:=NextReqDev(dev→cproc, &devID, rtn);
if(rtn> 0) then {
AddToLogDev(ldSet, dev→cproc, devID)
}
}
dev→status:=0 and *sigSch:=1; /*Set scheduling signal*/
}
)
};
In function P hyDev, if the running signal arrives (i.e., dev→status=1), the
device begins to repeatedly decrease the left required time and time slice of
current process by 1 until either of which equals to 0. Subsequently, if the current
time slice runs out (i.e., dev→cproc→ltime> 0), the process is added back to the
corresponding waiting queue by calling function AddT oLogDev. Otherwise, the
device computes the next resource requirement by calling function N extReqDev
and adds the process to the waiting process queue of logical device devID.
Finally, the device sets its status to idle (i.e., dev→status:=0) and sends the
scheduling signal to the Scheduler (i.e., *sigSch:=1).
System Clock Modeling. The task of System Clock is relative simple. It
just keeps on increasing the system time T and generating signal sigT ime to
synchronize physical devices in case of cStatus = 1. Let T, cStatus, sigT ime be
the variables saving the system time, the status of System Clock and system
time signal respectively. Function SysClock formalizing the System Clock is as
follows.
function SysClock(int *T , int *cStatus, int *sigTime)
{
while (true) {
if(*status=1) then { /*Run out of time slice*/
*T:=*T+1 and *sigTime:=1
}else {
*sigTime:=0 and skip
}
}
};
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Specification of the Whole System

Let sigSch, sigT ime, cStatus, T be the variables saving the scheduling signal,
system time signal, system clock status and system time respectively. Further, let
ldArray, pdArray, prArray, secArray, rrlArray be the arrays keeping the data
of logical devices, physical devices, processes, resource requirement sections as
well as resource requirement lists respectively. Since all the physical devices, the
Scheduler and the System Clock run concurrently in the computer system, the
whole process scheduling over a multi-core computer system can be described
by the following MSVL function.
function System()
{
frame(sigSch, sigTime, T, cStatus, ldArray, pdArray, prArray,
secArray, rrlArray) and (
. . . . . .; //Deﬁnitions for local variables
Init(ldArray, pdArray, prArray, secArray, rrlArray);
Sch(ldArray, &sigSch, 1, &sigRun, &cStatus) ||
||pdev∈pdArray PhyDev(pdev, ldArray, &sigSch, &sigRun, &sigTime)
|| SysClock(&T, &cStatus, &sigTime)
}
)
};
where function Init initiates the sets of logical devices, physical devices as well
as processes. The function will be speciﬁed according to the computer system to
be veriﬁed.

4

Verification Example

In this section, we employ the system model formalized above to verify the
process scheduling over a multi-core computer system.
4.1

System Description

Without loss of generality, let the hardware of the computer consist of a 2-core
CPU, and 3 diﬀerent I/O devices named by Laser Printer, Network Card and
Hard Disk which only support exclusive access mode. The check list between
logical devices and physical devices is given in Table 1. Moreover, the scheduler of the computer selects the algorithm of Earliest Deadline First (EDF), a
preemptive real-time scheduling algorithm, to select a process.
Suppose 3 processes P1 , P2 and P3 are read to run and their original resource
requirement lists are as follows:
P1 : ((4, 3), (1, 5), (2, 3), 12)10
P2 : ((1, 4), (3, 3), (4, 2), 10)ω
P3 : ((3, 4), (1, 8), (2, 5), 18)ω
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where P1 is a ﬁnite periodic task, P2 , P3 are both inﬁnite periodic tasks. After
being loaded into the memory, each process will be assigned to the standing
process queue belonging to the logical device it initially applies for.
Thus, function Init of the system model are deﬁned as follows.
function Init(ldev t ldArray[ ], pdev t pdArray[ ], process t prArray[ ],
sec t secArray[ ], rrl t rrlArray[ ])
{
frame(i) and (
int i and i<==0 and empty;
while (i< 10) {
. . . . . . ; /*Initialize each array into a linked list respectively*/
};
ldArray[0].id<== 1 and ldArray[0].dlist<==&pdArray[0] and
ldArray[0].type<== 1 and pdArray[1].nexts<==NULL and
ldArray[0].pque<==NULL and empty;
. . . . . . ; /*Initialize the other logical devices*/
pdArray[0].id<== 1 and pdArray[0].cproc<==NULL and
pdArray[0].status<== 0 and pdArray[0].ldid<== 1 and empty;
. . . . . . ; /*Initialize the other physical devices*/
prArray[0].pid<== 1 and prArray[0].ldid<== 4 and
prArray[0].stime<== 0 and prArray[0].ltime<== 0 and
prArray[0].rrl<==&rrlArray[0] and rrlArray[1].nexts<==NULL and
prArray[0].tslice<== 0 and prArray[0].dline<== 0 and empty ;
. . . . . . ; /*Initialize other processes and their resource requirements*/
)
};
After completing the modeling program, we execute the modeling program
in the MSV interpreter and analyze the result. The screenshot result of modeling
is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The result of system modeling

4.2

System Verification

In the following, we use the MSV toolkit to verify the safety property of the
process scheduling over the computer, i.e., the task within a period ﬁnish successfully before the coming of deadline for each process. It is equivalent to verify
that for any process prc, the left required resource time ltime plus the system
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Fig. 4. The PPTL formula to be veriﬁed

Fig. 5. The result of veriﬁcation

time T must be less than or equal to the deadline dline of current period at any
time. The property is depicted in MSVL as follows:

def
saf eSch =
always(T + prc.ltime ≤ prc.dline).
prc∈prArray

The deﬁnition of the property in PPTL formula is depicted in Fig. 4. The
result of the veriﬁcation is given in Fig. 5, which shows property saf eSch is not
satisﬁed at state 403.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the MSVL based model checking method to verify the
safeness of process scheduling over multi-core computer system. A general model
for process scheduling is formalized that it can be easily used to verifying all kinds
of commonly used scheduling algorithms and typical periodic/nonperoid tasks,
and the only work need to do is just adjust necessary parameters. However, the
execution time of the process scheduler is ignored. In the future, we will improve
the system model to be more close to a real computer. Besides, we will extend
the application of the method to more area, such as embedded system, operating
system, cloud computing, etc.
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